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SHADING COMPENSATION DEVICE, SHADING 
COMPENSATION VALUE CALCULATION DEVICE 

AND IMAGING DEVICE 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

[0001] This application claims priority under 35 USC 119 
from Japanese Patent Application No. 2004-323820, the 
disclosure of Which is incorporated by reference herein. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] 
[0003] The present invention relates to a shading compen 
sation device, a shading compensation value calculation 
device and an imaging device, and relates to, for example, 
an excellent shading compensation device, shading compen 
sation value calculation device and imaging device Which 
are employed at a time of compensating for shading of an 
image signal Which is outputted from a high-pixel count 
image capture device. 

[0004] 2. Description of the Related Art 

[0005] In an image generated by a CCD image sensor, 
because of effects such as variations in transparency of a lens 
and the like, a so-called shading e?fect occurs, in Which a 
central portion of the image is brighter than a peripheral 
portion. Accordingly, various techniques relating to shading 
compensation, in order to prevent the effects of such shad 
ing, have been disclosed. 

1. Field of the Invention 

[0006] For example, CCD camera shading compensation 
circuits have been disclosed (see, for example, Japanese 
Patent Application Laid-Open (JP-A) No. 5-83622) Which 
are formed such that shading does not vary When the 
aperture of a lens is altered. The shading compensation 
circuit recited in JP-A No. 5-83622, in response to the siZe 
of a lens aperture, designates an address of shading com 
pensation data Which has been Written to a ROM before 
hand, and alters shading compensation signals in accordance 
With shading compensation data read from the ROM. 

[0007] Further, distance detection devices for vehicles 
have been disclosed (see, for example, JP-A No. 6-273171) 
Which prevent effects of shading of an imaging system and 
improve accuracy of detection of distances. The distance 
detection device for a vehicle recited in JP-A No. 6-273171 
in advance has stored shading compensation data in a 
memory and, by multiplying the shading compensation data 
stored in the memory With data of respective pixels of a 
digital image, provides a shading-compensated digital 
image. 
[0008] Further yet, image processing devices have been 
disclosed (see, for example, JP-A No. 6-319042) Which are 
capable of shading compensation Which is not in?uenced by 
noise, surface texture of a proo?ng plate or the like. The 
image processing device recited in JP-A No. 6-319042 
calculates average values of brightness data for each of a 
plurality of regions, infers brightnesses of the pixels in the 
regions, calculates shading compensation values on the basis 
of the inferred pixel brightnesses, and utilizes these shading 
compensation values to correct the brightness data. 

[0009] Because of increases in pixel numbers of solid 
state image capture devices and reductions in cell siZes, 
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there is a trend for shading amounts of respective colors to 
differ in accordance With exit pupil, aperture and the like. 
Hence, When shading amounts for respective colors are 
different, a problem arises in that colors differ betWeen 
locations of a screen, and White balance is also affected. 
HoWever, consideration has not been extended to differences 
in shading amounts for respective colors in any of the 
technologies recited in JP-A No. 5-83622, JP-A No. 
6-273171 and JP-A No. 6-319042, and it has not been 
possible to solve the problems described above. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0010] The present invention is proposed in order to solve 
the problems described above, and an object of the present 
invention is to provide a shading compensation device, 
shading compensation value calculation device and imaging 
device Which are capable of compensating for shading 
Which differs for respective colors. 

[0011] A ?rst aspect of the present invention provides a 
shading compensation device comprising: a compensation 
table storage component Which stores, for each of colors, a 
compensation table in Which shading compensation values 
are associated With each of a plurality of representative 
positions of a single screen; a relative position calculation 
component Which, for each color, causes an image signal of 
the single screen and the compensation table stored in the 
compensation table storage component to match scale, and 
calculates a relative position, With respect to the represen 
tative positions of the compensation table, of a pixel, of the 
image signal of the single screen, that is a processing object; 
a shading compensation value interpolation component 
Which, for each color, interpolates a shading compensation 
value for the relative position calculated by the relative 
position calculation component on the basis of the relative 
position and the shading compensation values of the repre 
sentative positions; and a shading compensation component 
Which, for each color, generates a shading-compensated 
pixel signal based on a pixel signal of the pixel that is a 
processing object and the shading compensation value inter 
polated by the shading compensation value interpolation 
component. 

[0012] Compensation value tables for the respective col 
ors are stored at the compensation table storage component. 
The colors are not limited to three primary colors but may 
include other colors. The compensation value tables asso 
ciate the shading compensation values With each of the 
plurality of representative positions of a single screen. A 
single screen may be a single frame, and may be a single 
?eld. With these compensation value tables, data volumes 
can be greatly reduced in comparison With cases featuring 
one shading compensation value for each pixel. 

[0013] The relative position calculation component causes 
the image signal of the single screen to correspond With the 
compensation tables stored in the compensation table stor 
age component and, for pixels Which are processing objects 
in the image signal of the single screen, calculates relative 
positions With respect to the representative positions of the 
compensation tables. That is, the relative position calcula 
tion component calculates one relative position for each 
pixel of the image signal. 

[0014] NoW, When the compensation table is referred to, 
there is usually no shading compensation value that corre 
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sponds to the relative position. Accordingly, the shading 
compensation value interpolation component interpolates a 
shading compensation value for the relative position, on the 
basis of the relative position calculated by the relative 
position calculation component and the shading compensa 
tion values of the representative positions. 

[0015] Then, the shading compensation component gen 
erates shading-compensated image signals, for the respec 
tive colors, on the basis of pixel signals of the pixels Which 
are processing objects and the shading compensation values 
interpolated by the shading compensation value interpola 
tion component. That is, the shading compensation compo 
nent implements shading compensation for each individual 
pixel. 
[0016] Thus, the shading compensation device relating to 
the present invention, by utiliZing the compensation tables 
Which associate the shading compensation values With each 
of the plurality of representative positions of the single 
screen to perform shading compensation, is capable of 
compensating for shading which differs for the respective 
colors, While greatly reducing an amount of data that must 
be prepared beforehand. 

[0017] Herein, the shading compensation value interpola 
tion component may utiliZe the shading compensation val 
ues of a predetermined number of the representative posi 
tions, Which are peripheral to a relative position calculated 
by the relative position calculation component, for interpo 
lating the shading compensation value for the relative posi 
tion. 

[0018] Further, the shading compensation device 
described above may further include a lens shading com 
pensation value calculation component, Which calculates 
lens shading compensation values on the basis of distances 
from a central position of the screen to the pixels that are 
processing objects. In such a case, the shading compensation 
component also utiliZes the lens shading compensation 
values calculated by the lens shading compensation value 
calculation component for generating the shading-compen 
sated pixel signals. Thus, shading caused at a lens can also 
be compensated for. 

[0019] A second aspect of the present invention provides 
an imaging device comprising: an image capture compo 
nent, Which takes an image of a subject and generates an 
image signal; a storage component, Which stores the image 
signal; a black level correction component, Which corrects a 
black level of the image signal; a shading compensation 
device, Which implements shading compensation of the 
image signal of Which the black level has been corrected by 
the black level correction component; and a control com 
ponent Which performs control for, in a case of a usual 
exposure mode, supplying the image signal generated by the 
image capture component to the black level correction 
component, and in a case of a long-duration exposure mode, 
Writing the image signal generated by the image capture 
component to the storage component and, after image cap 
ture, reading the image signal stored at the storage compo 
nent and supplying the same to the black level correction 
component, Wherein the shading compensation device 
includes: a compensation table storage component Which 
stores, for each of colors, a compensation table in Which 
shading compensation values are associated With each of a 
plurality of representative positions of a single screen; a 
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relative position calculation component Which, for each 
color, causes the image signal of the single screen and the 
compensation table stored in the compensation table storage 
component to match scale, and calculates a relative position, 
With respect to the representative positions of the compen 
sation table, of a pixel, of the image signal of the single 
screen, that is a processing object; a shading compensation 
value interpolation component Which, for each color, inter 
polates a shading compensation value for the relative posi 
tion calculated by the relative position calculation compo 
nent on the basis of the relative position and the shading 
compensation values of the representative positions; and a 
shading compensation component Which, for each color, 
generates a shading-compensated pixel signal based on a 
pixel signal of the pixel that is a processing object and the 
shading compensation value interpolated by the shading 
compensation value interpolation component. 
[0020] At times of the usual exposure mode, the control 
component feeds the image signal generated by the image 
capture component to the black level correction component. 
Thus, in the case of the usual exposure mode, the image 
signals generated by the image capture component are black 
level-corrected, and thereafter shading-compensated. 

[0021] At times of the long-duration exposure mode, the 
control component Writes the image signals generated by the 
image capture component to the storage component and, 
after image capture, reads out the image signals stored at the 
storage component and feeds the same to the black level 
correction component. Thus, in the case of the long-duration 
exposure mode, the image signals generated by the image 
capture component are temporarily Written to the storage 
component. Then, after the image capture, the image signals 
Which have been read from the storage component are black 
level-corrected, and thereafter shading-compensated. There 
fore, the black level correction component reliably detects 
the black level Without time-variations, and performs black 
level correction of the image signals With high accuracy. As 
a result, the shading compensation device can perform 
shading compensation Without black level ?oating. 
[0022] Thus, even When in the long-duration exposure 
mode, the imaging device described above can perform 
shading compensation Without black level ?oating. 
[0023] A third aspect of the present invention provides a 
shading compensation value calculation device comprising: 
an image capture element, Which takes an image of a subject 
and generates an image signal; an aggregation component 
Which, for each of colors, aggregates color signals, Which 
are included in the image signal generated by the image 
capture element, at each of a plurality of regions of a single 
screen, for calculating aggregate values; a White balance 
adjustment component Which, on the basis of the aggregate 
values of each color calculated by the aggregation compo 
nent, performs White balance adjustment for an overall 
region of the single screen With reference to a level of a 
reference color signal and a level of another color signal at 
a central portion of the single screen; and a shading com 
pensation value calculation component, Which calculates 
shading compensation values on the basis of the aggregate 
values of the respective regions of the single screen, which 
have been Whitc balancc-adjustcd by the White balance 
adjustment component. 
[0024] The aggregation component aggregates color sig 
nals, Which constitute the image signal generated by the 
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image capture device, for each color at each of the plurality 
of regions of the single screen, to calculate aggregate values. 
The plural regions referred to here correspond, respectively, 
to the plurality of representative positions of the compen 
sation value tables mentioned in the above. 

[0025] On the basis of the aggregate values for the respec 
tive colors Which have been aggregated by the aggregation 
component, the White balance adjustment component imple 
ments White balance adjustment for the overall region of the 
single screen by reference to the level of the reference color 
signal and the levels of other color signals at the central 
portion of the single screen. Hence, although the levels of 
the respective color signals substantially coincide at the 
central portion of the screen, these levels may not coincide 
at end portions of the screen if shading occurs. 

[0026] Accordingly, the shading compensation value cal 
culation component calculates shading compensation values 
on the basis of the aggregated values of the respective 
regions of the single screen Which have been White balance 
adjusted by the White balance adjustment component. 

[0027] Thus, the shading compensation value calculation 
component relating to the present invention, by calculating 
shading compensation values in order to compensate for 
shading at respective regions of a single screen, is capable 
of providing shading compensation values With a reduced 
amount of data. 

[0028] Herein, the shading compensation value calcula 
tion component may calculate, for each of the regions of the 
single screen, a shading compensation value of another color 
signal on the basis of comparison of the aggregate value of 
the reference color signal With the aggregate value of the 
other color signal. 

[0029] Furthermore, the shading compensation value cal 
culation component may, for each of the regions of the 
single screen, calculate a shading compensation value of 
another color signal on the basis of comparison of the 
aggregate value of the reference color signal at the screen 
central portion With the aggregate value of the other color 
signal, and calculate a shading compensation value of the 
reference color signal on the basis of comparison of the 
aggregate value of the reference color signal at the screen 
central portion With the aggregate value of the reference 
color signal at the each region. 

[0030] A fourth aspect of the present invention provides an 
imaging device comprising: a shading compensation device; 
and a shading compensation value calculation device, 
Wherein the shading compensation device includes: a com 
pensation table storage component Which stores, for each of 
colors, a compensation table in Which shading compensation 
values are associated With each of a plurality of represen 
tative positions of a single screen; a relative position calcu 
lation component Which, for each color, causes an image 
signal of the single screen and the compensation table stored 
in the compensation table storage component to match scale, 
and calculates a relative position, With respect to the repre 
sentative positions of the compensation table, of a pixel, of 
the image signal of the single screen, that is a processing 
object; a shading compensation value interpolation compo 
nent Which, for each color, interpolates a shading compen 
sation value for the relative position calculated by the 
relative position calculation component on the basis of the 
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relative position and the shading compensation values of the 
representative positions; and a shading compensation com 
ponent Which, for each color, generates a shading-compen 
sated pixel signal based on a pixel signal of the pixel that is 
a processing object and the shading compensation value 
interpolated by the shading compensation value interpola 
tion component, the shading compensation value calculation 
device includes: an image capture element, Which takes an 
image of a subject and generates the image signal; an 
aggregation component Which, for each color, aggregates 
color signals, Which are included in the image signal gen 
erated by the image capture element, at each of a plurality 
of regions of the single screen, for calculating aggregate 
values; a White balance adjustment component Which, on the 
basis of the aggregate values of each color calculated by the 
aggregation component, performs White balance adjustment 
for an overall region of the single screen With reference to 
a level of a reference color signal and a level of another color 
signal at a central portion of the single screen; and a shading 
compensation value calculation component, Which calcu 
lates the shading compensation values on the basis of the 
aggregate values of the respective regions of the single 
screen, Which have been White balance-adjusted by the White 
balance adjustment component, and the compensation table 
storage component stores the shading compensation values 
of each color Which have been calculated by the shading 
compensation value calculation device to serve as the com 
pensation value tables. 

[0031] The shading compensation device, shading com 
pensation value calculation device and imaging device relat 
ing to the present invention are capable of compensating for 
shading Which is different for respective colors. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0032] FIG. 1 is a block diagram shoWing structure of an 
imaging device relating to a ?rst embodiment of the present 
invention. 

[0033] FIG. 2 is a block diagram shoWing structure of a 
shading compensation section 22. 

[0034] FIG. 3 is a diagram shoWing a co-ordinate position 
(500, 1000) in a single screen constituted by 2048 by 1536 
pixels. 
[0035] FIG. 4 is a diagram shoWing image data of the 
single screen Which has been compressed so as to corre 
spond With a compensation value table. 

[0036] FIG. 5 is a diagram for explaining an interpolation 
calculation of a shading compensation value corresponding 
to a relative co-ordinate position. 

[0037] FIG. 6 is a diagram shoWing a state in Which 
8><8-pixel compensation value tables are magni?ed so as to 
correspond With 2048><l536-pixel image data. 

[0038] FIG. 7 is a diagram shoWing CCDij and OUTij. 

[0039] FIG. 8 is a block diagram shoWing structure of an 
imaging device relating to a second embodiment of the 
present invention. 

[0040] FIG. 9 is a ?owchart shoWing a shading correction 
value generation routine. 

[0041] FIG. 10A is a diagram describing image data 
Which is composed of 2048 by 1536 pixels of three primary 
colors. 
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[0042] FIG. 10B is a diagram describing aggregate values 
(summed values Rji) of R data for respective regions, in a 
case in Which the image data is divided into 8 by 8 regions. 

[0043] FIG. 11 is a diagram showing Rji for respective 
regions in the case in Which the image data is divided into 
8 by 8 regions. 

[0044] FIG. 12 is a diagram shoWing levels of R, G and 
B data after White balance adjustment. 

[0045] FIG. 13 is a diagram shoWing RHji for respective 
regions in the case in Which the image data is divided into 
8 by 8 regions. 

[0046] FIG. 14 is a diagram shoWing levels of R, G and 
B data after White balance adjustment. 

[0047] FIG. 15 is a block diagram shoWing structure of a 
shading compensation section 22A. 

[0048] FIG. 16 is a diagram for explaining a lens shading 
compensation function. 

[0049] FIG. 17 is a block diagram shoWing structure of an 
imaging device relating to a ?fth embodiment of the present 
invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0050] HerebeloW, a best mode for carrying out the present 
invention Will be described in detail With reference to the 
draWings. 

First Embodiment 

[0051] FIG. 1 is a block diagram shoWing structure of an 
imaging device relating to a ?rst embodiment of the present 
invention. The imaging device is provided With a CCD 
image sensor 11, an analog front end/timing generator 
(AFE/TG) 12, a processing system 20 and an SDRAM 30. 
The CCD image sensor 11 takes images of a subject. The 
AFE/TG 12 performs predetermined analog signal process 
ing on image signals Which have been generated by the CCD 
image sensor 11 and generates synchronous signals, the 
processing system 20 performs predetermined digital signal 
processing, and the SDRAM 30 stores image data. 

[0052] The CCD image sensor 11 generates image signals 
constituted of three primary colors in accordance With 
imaged light from the subject, and feeds these image signals 
to the AFE/TG 12. The AFE/TG 12 applies correlated 
double sampling processing and analog/digital conversion to 
the image signals supplied from the CCD image sensor 11. 
The AFE/TG 12 also generates vertically synchroniZed 
signals and horizontally synchroniZed signals, uses these 
synchronous signals during the analog signal processing, 
and feeds the same to the CCD image sensor 11. Then, the 
image data Which has been converted to digital signals at the 
AFE/TG 12 is fed to the processing system 20. 

[0053] As shoWn in FIG. 1, the processing system 20 is 
provided With a black level correction section 21, a shading 
compensation section 22, a memory control section 23 and 
a CPU 24. The black level correction section 21 corrects a 
black level of the image data. The shading compensation 
section 22 implements shading compensation of the image 
data. The memory control section 23 controls Writing and 
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reading of image data to and from the SDRAM 30. The CPU 
24 controls overall operations of the processing system 20. 

[0054] The black level correction section 21 corrects the 
black level of the image data fed from the AFE/TG 12 so as 
to eliminate an offset due to dark current noise Which is 
included in the image data, and feeds the black level 
corrected image data to the shading compensation section 
22. 

[0055] The shading compensation section 22 performs 
shading compensation of the image data, and feeds the 
shading-compensated image data to the memory control 
section 23. Herein, detailed structure of the shading com 
pensation section 22 Will be described later. Then, the 
memory control section 23 Writes the image data Which has 
been fed from the shading compensation section 22 to the 
SDRAM 30. 

[0056] FIG. 2 is a block diagram shoWing structure of the 
shading compensation section 22. The shading compensa 
tion section 22 implements shading correction of each pixel 
for each of the colors red (R), green (G) and blue (B). 

[0057] The shading compensation section 22 is provided 
With a pixel counter 41, a relative position calculation 
section 42, a compensation value table memory 43, a 
compensation value interpolation section 44 and a multiplier 
45. The pixel counter 41 counts pixels. The relative position 
calculation section 42 calculates relative co-ordinate posi 
tions. The compensation value table memory 43 stores 
compensation value tables. The compensation value inter 
polation section 44 interpolates to calculate shading com 
pensation values for the relative co-ordinate positions. The 
multiplier 45 multiplies pixel data of pixels of the image data 
Which are processing objects by shading compensation data. 

[0058] The pixel counter 41 counts co-ordinate positions 
of the image data Which is fed from the black level correc 
tion section 21. The relative position calculation section 42 
compares the image data With the compensation value 
tables, and calculates relative co-ordinate positions of the 
pixels Which are processing objects. 

[0059] Compensation value tables for the respective col 
ors R, G and B are stored at the compensation value table 
memory 43. The compensation value tables are tables in 
Which, for a case in Which a single screen is divided into a 
plurality of regions, respective shading compensation values 
are associated With representative positions of the respective 
regions. Here, in the present embodiment, the compensation 
value tables associate shading compensation values With 
co-ordinate positions of respective pixels for a case in Which 
the single screen is divided as 8 by 8 pixels. In other Words, 
the compensation value tables are constituted With 8 by 8 
pixels. 

[0060] Thus, the compensation value tables, by associat 
ing the shading compensation values With the respective 
regions for the case in Which the single screen is divided into 
a mere 64 regions, can greatly reduce an amount of data in 
comparison With a case Which features shading compensa 
tion values for individual pixels. 

[0061] The compensation value interpolation section 44 
refers to the compensation value tables stored in the com 
pensation value table memory 43 for each color, and inter 
polates shading compensation values for the relative co 
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ordinate positions calculated by the relative position 
calculation section 42. The multiplier 45 generates the 
shading-compensated image data by multiplying pixel data 
Which is the object of processing With the neW shading 
compensation values obtained by the interpolation process 
mg. 

[0062] For, for example, image data in Which the single 
screen is constituted by 2048 by 1536 pixels, the imaging 
device structured as described above performs shading com 
pensation of a red pixel Which is a processing object (the 
co-ordinate position (500, 1000)) as folloWs. 

[0063] FIG. 3 is a diagram shoWing the co-ordinate posi 
tion (500, 1000) of the single screen constituted by 2048 by 
1536 pixels. The pixel counter 41 shoWn in FIG. 2 counts 
co-ordinate positions of the image data and obtains the 
co-ordinate position (500, 1000) of the pixel that is the 
processing object. 
[0064] The relative position calculation section 42 calcu 
lates the relative co-ordinate position of the pixel Which is 
the processing object With reference to numbers of vertical 
and horizontal pixels of the compensation value tables. That 
is, the relative position calculation section 42 calculates a 
relative co-ordinate position of the pixel Which is the pro 
cessing object, corresponding to a case in Which the vertical 
and horizontal numbers of pixels of the image data of the 
single screen are shrunk so as to match With the vertical and 
horizontal numbers of pixels of a compensation value table. 

[0065] FIG. 4 is a diagram shoWing image data of the 
single screen Which has been shrunk so as to correspond 
With the compensation value table. With horizontal com 
pression of 1/256 and vertical compression of 1/ 192, the 
relative co-ordinate position of the co-ordinate position 
(500, 1000) in the 2048><l536-pixel single screen becomes 
(1.953125, 5.208). That is, the relative position calculation 
section 42 calculates the relative co-ordinate position 
(1.953125, 5.208). 
[0066] The compensation value interpolation section 44 
refers to the compensation value table stored in the com 
pensation value table memory 43, and calculates a shading 
compensation value corresponding to the relative co-ordi 
nate position by interpolation. 

[0067] FIG. 5 is a diagram for explaining the interpolation 
calculation of the shading compensation value correspond 
ing to the relative co-ordinate position. The compensation 
value interpolation section 44 utilizes, for example, a spline 
function, Which is a function Without discontinuities, and 
sixteen shading compensation values peripheral to the rela 
tive co-ordinate position to interpolate the shading compen 
sation value corresponding to the relative co-ordinate posi 
tion. 

[0068] If the relative co-ordinate position is at an edge of 
the compensation value table, it may not be possible to 
acquire the sixteen shading compensation values. In such a 
case, the compensation value interpolation section 44 may 
extrapolate shading compensation values Which are at the 
edge of the compensation value table unaltered, and thus 
acquire sixteen shading compensation values peripheral to 
the relative co-ordinate position. Further, the interpolation 
calculation of the shading compensation value correspond 
ing to the relative co-ordinate position is not limited to the 
calculation described above. 
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[0069] The multiplier 45 generates shading-compensated 
red pixel data by multiplying the image data of the afore 
mentioned co-ordinate position (500, 1000) Which is the 
processing object With the shading compensation value 
calculated by interpolation at the compensation value inter 
polation section 44. 

[0070] Similarly, the shading compensation is applied to 
all red pixels, and then the shading compensation is applied 
in a similar manner to all the blue and green pixels. Hence, 
the shading-compensated image data is stored to the 
SDRAM 30 via the memory control section 23. 

[0071] As described above, the imaging device relating to 
the ?rst embodiment of the present invention includes 
compensation value tables for each color in Which respective 
shading compensation values are associated With represen 
tative positions of plural regions of a single screen. Thus, in 
comparison With a case of including shading compensation 
values corresponding to all pixels, a data volume that must 
be held can be hugely reduced. 

[0072] Further, this imaging device can implement a shad 
ing compensation that Would be difficult to express as a 
function simply, by referring to the compensation value 
tables and interpolating the shading compensation values for 
the co-ordinate positions that are processing objects. 

[0073] Note that although this imaging device compresses 
the image data so as to ?t to the compensation value table, 
it is also possible to expand the compensation value table to 
?t to the image data. 

[0074] FIG. 6 is a diagram shoWing a state in Which 
8><8-pixel compensation value tables are magni?ed so as to 
correspond With 2048><l536-pixel image data. In such a 
case, the co-ordinate positions of the respective pixels of the 
compensation value tables are also magni?ed. Hence, mag 
ni?ed compensation data CFij of a co-ordinate position (i,j) 
in the 2048 by 1536 pixels is calculated by interpolation of 
the shading compensation values of the magni?ed compen 
sation value tables. 

[0075] FIG. 7 is a diagram shoWing CCDij and OUTij. If 
image data (CCD data) that is a processing object is ‘CCDij’ 
and the CCD data after compensation is ‘OUTij’, OUTij is 
found by the folloWing equation. 

[0076] As described above, this imaging device may mag 
nify the compensation value tables to correspond With the 
image data. Hence, utilizing the shading compensation val 
ues of the magni?ed compensation value tables, interpola 
tion calculations of the shading compensation values for the 
pixels that are processing objects are implemented, and 
shading compensation of the pixel data of the pixels that are 
processing objects can be implemented in accordance With 
these shading compensation values. 

Second Embodiment 

[0077] Next, a second embodiment of the present inven 
tion Will be described. Here, portions that are the same as in 
the ?rst embodiment are assigned the same reference numer 
als, and detailed descriptions thereof are omitted. 

[0078] FIG. 8 is a block diagram shoWing structure of an 
imaging device relating to the second embodiment. The 
imaging device relating to the second embodiments calcu 
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lates red and blue shading compensation values, and is 
provided With a processing system 20A With a structure 
Which differs from the ?rst embodiment. 

[0079] In addition to the various structures of the process 
ing system 20 shoWn in FIG. 1, the processing system 20A 
is further provided With an auto White balance (AWB) 
adjustment section 25 and a memory control section 26. The 
AWB adjustment section 25 both implements automatic 
White balance adjustment and calculates shading compen 
sation values. The memory control section 26 Writes image 
data to the SDRAM 30 after the White balance adjustment. 

[0080] The imaging device Which is structured as 
described above calculates shading compensation values in 
accordance With the folloWing procedure When imaging a 
gray proo?ng plate. 

[0081] FIG. 9 is a ?owchart shoWing a shading correction 
value generation routine. The AWB adjustment section 25 of 
the imaging device executes the folloWing shading correc 
tion value generation routine in accordance With image data 
supplied via the black level correction section 21 and the 
shading compensation section 22. Herein, When this routine 
is executed, the shading compensation section 22 simply 
throughputs the image data supplied thereto from the black 
level correction section 21 Without performing shading 
compensation. 

[0082] In step S1, the AWB adjustment section 25 divides 
image data constituted of, for example, 2048 by 1536 pixels 
of three basic colors into 8 by 8 regions, calculates aggregate 
values of the colors Rji, Gji and Bji for each region, and then 
proceeds to step S2. 

[0083] FIG. 10A is a diagram describing 2048 by 1536 
pixels of R data, and FIG. 10B is a diagram describing 
aggregate values (summed values Rji) of R data for respec 
tive regions, When the image data has been divided into 8 by 
8 regions. In such a case, the summed values Rji are 
obtained by summing values of 256 by 192 pixels of R data 
for each region. Here, in FIG. 10B, RO0 represents a top-left 
region or an aggregate value thereof. With R0O as an origin, 
the regions Rji are represented as R01, R02, . . . , RO7 moving 
toWard the right, and are represented as R10, R20 . . . , R7O 
moving toWard the bottom. The AWB adjustment section 25 
also calculates summed values Gji and Bji for the respective 
regions in a similar manner. 

[0084] In step S2, the AWB adjustment section 25 calcu 
lates averages of the aggregate values of predetermined 
regions Which are at a central portion of the screen, for each 
of R, G and B. The AWB adjustment section 25 calculates 
an average value Rcenter of, for example, the summed 
values R33, R34, R43 and R44 of four regions at the central 
portion of the screen. Similarly for G and B, the AWB 
adjustment section 25 calculates average values of the 
aggregate values of the four regions at the screen central 
portion. That is, the AWB adjustment section 25 performs 
the folloWing calculations, and then proceeds to step S3. 

[0085] In step S3, the AWB adjustment section 25 calcu 
lates respective gains of R and B, Rgain and Bgain. That is, 
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the AWB adjustment section 25 performs the folloWing 
calculations, and then proceeds to step S4. 

R gain=Gcenter/Rcenter 

Bgain=Gcenter/Bcenter 

[0086] In step S4, the AWB adjustment section 25 multi 
plies the respective gains Rgain and Bgain With the summed 
values Rji and Bji, to calculate Rji and B'ji. That is, the AWB 
adjustment section 25 performs the folloWing calculations, 
and then proceeds to step S5. 

[0087] FIG. 11 is a diagram shoWing R'ji for respective 
regions in the case in Which the image data is divided into 
8 by 8 regions. Thus, by performing the processing from step 
S1 to step S4, the AWB adjustment section 25 performs 
White balance adjustment to adjust the R data and the B data 
of the Whole screen by reference to the average values of the 
R, G and B data at the central portion of the image. As a 
result, the summed values Rji and Bji are provided for each 
of the eight by eight regions subsequent to White balance 
adjustment With the central portion of the image being the 
reference point. 

[0088] FIG. 12 is a diagram shoWing R, G and B data after 
the White balance adjustment. Because the White balance 
adjustment is performed With reference to the central portion 
of the image, levels of the R, G and B data at the central 
portion of the image substantially coincide. HoWever, com 
pared With the G data, the levels of the R and B data fall from 
the central portion toWard the edges of the image. When 
there are such mismatches of the respective levels of the 
data, shading Will occur in accordance With these mis 
matches. 

[0089] Accordingly, in step S5, the AWB adjustment sec 
tion 25 performs the folloWing calculations to ?nd shading 
compensation values RHji and BHji. 

BHji=Gji/Bji 

[0090] That is, in consideration of occurrences of shading 
in accordance With mismatches of the levels of the White 
balance-adjusted R, G and B data, after the White balance 
adjustment, the AWB adjustment section 25 ?nds the mis 
matches of the summed values R'ji and B'ji With respect to 
the summed values Gji, in the form of the shading compen 
sation values RHji and BHji. Herein, in order to prevent 
over-compensation, the values RHji and BHji mentioned 
above may be multiplied by, for example, a predetermined 
coefficient 0t (<1). Preferable values of 0t are, for example, 
0.9, 0.8 and the like. 

[0091] FIG. 13 is a diagram shoWing RHji for respective 
regions in the case in Which the image data is divided into 
8 by 8 regions. This corresponds to a compensation value 
table for R. A compensation value table for B is found by the 
AWB adjustment section 25 in a similar manner. 

[0092] As described above, the imaging device relating to 
the second embodiment can obtain compensation value 
tables for R and B by ?nding offsets of the summed values 
R'ji and B'ji relative to the summed values Gji after the White 
balance adjustment, to serve as shading compensation val 
ues. 
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Third Embodiment 

[0093] Next, a third embodiment of the present invention 
Will be described. Here, portions that are the same as in the 
second embodiment are assigned the same reference numer 
als, and detailed descriptions thereof are omitted. 

[0094] The imaging device relating to the third embodi 
ment calculates, as Well as shading compensation values for 
R and B, shading compensation values for G Here, the 
imaging device relating to the present embodiment has a 
similar structure to the second embodiment, but a portion of 
the shading compensation value generation routine of the 
AWB adjustment section 25 is different. 

[0095] Speci?cally, after performing the processing from 
step S1 to step S4 shoWn in FIG. 9, the AWB adjustment 
section 25 may perform the folloWing calculations, so as to 
?nd shading compensation values RHji, GHji and BHji. 

GHji=Gcenter/Gji 

BHji=Gcenter/B’]'i 

[0096] FIG. 14 is a diagram shoWing levels of R, G and 
B data after White balance adjustment. Although not to the 
same extent as the R and B data, the level of the G data falls 
slightly from the central portion toWard the edges of the 
image. Accordingly, after the White balance adjustment, the 
AWB adjustment section 25 ?nds the mismatches of the 
summed values R'ji, Gji and Bji With respect to Gcenter of 
the central portion of the summed values Gji, in the form of 
the shading compensation values RHji, GHji and BHji. 
Thus, compensation value tables are found for R, G and B. 

[0097] Here, in order to prevent over-compensation, the 
values RHji, GHji and BHji described above may be mul 
tiplied by, for example, a predetermined coe?icient 0t (<1). 
Preferable values of 0t are, for example, 0.9, 0.8 and the like. 

[0098] As described above, the imaging device relating to 
the third embodiment can, by ?nding offsets of the summed 
values of R'ji, Gji and Bji relative to Gcenter of the central 
portion of the summed values Gji after the White balance 
adjustment to serve as shading compensation values, obtain 
compensation value tables Which enable more accurate 
compensation than in the second embodiment. 

Fourth Embodiment 

[0099] Next, a fourth embodiment of the present invention 
Will be described. Here, portions that are the same as in the 
embodiments described above are assigned the same refer 
ence numerals, and detailed descriptions thereof are omitted. 

[0100] The imaging device relating to the fourth embodi 
ment is also capable of compensating for lens shading. 
Hereafter, the shading compensation values utiliZed in the 
?rst to third embodiments are referred to as “CCD shading 
compensation values”, and the compensation values for lens 
shading are referred to as “lens shading compensation 
values”. 

[0101] Instead of the shading compensation section 22 
illustrated for the embodiments described above, the imag 
ing device relating to the present embodiment is provided 
With the shading compensation section 22A as folloWs. 

[0102] FIG. 15 is a block diagram shoWing structure of 
the shading compensation section shading compensation 
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section 22A. In addition to the structure shoWn in FIG. 2, the 
shading compensation section 22A is provided With a com 
pensation value function calculation section 46 and a mul 
tiplier 47. The compensation value function calculation 
section 46 utiliZes a lens shading compensation function to 
calculate lens shading compensation values. The multiplier 
47 multiplies the CCD shading compensation values With 
the lens shading compensation values. 

[0103] FIG. 16 is a diagram for explaining the lens 
shading compensation function. In the lens shading com 
pensation function, a distance d from a center serves as a 
variable, and the function is represented by, for example, the 
folloWing equation. 

Lens shading compensation value=ot-d4+[5-d2+y 

[0104] The compensation value function calculation sec 
tion 46 calculates the distance d from a center position to a 
co-ordinate position Which has been counted by the pixel 
counter 41, and calculates a lens shading compensation 
value by substitution of the distance d into the above 
equation. 

[0105] The multiplier 47 multiplies a CCD shading com 
pensation value found by the compensation value interpo 
lation section 44 With a lens shading compensation value 
found by the compensation value function calculation sec 
tion 46, and feeds the multiplied value to the multiplier 45. 
Then, the multiplier 45 multiplies image data Which is a 
processing object by the neW shading compensation value 
found by the multiplier 47. Thus, shading-compensated 
image data is generated. 

[0106] As described above, the imaging device relating to 
the fourth embodiment can simultaneously compensate not 
just for shading caused at the CCD image sensor 11, but also 
for shading caused at a lens. 

Fifth Embodiment 

[0107] Next, a ?fth embodiment of the present invention 
Will be described. Here, portions that are the same as in the 
embodiments described above are assigned the same refer 
ence numerals, and detailed descriptions thereof are omitted. 

[0108] FIG. 17 is a block diagram shoWing structure of an 
imaging device relating to the ?fth embodiment. The imag 
ing device relating to the ?fth embodiment is capable of 
executing shading compensation properly even With a long 
duration exposure at a time of image capture, and is pro 
vided With a processing system 20B instead of the process 
ing system 20 or processing system 20A of the embodiments 
described above. 

[0109] In addition to the black level correction section 21, 
the shading compensation section 22, the memory control 
section 23, the CPU 24 and the AWB adjustment section 25, 
the processing system 20B is provided With a signal pro 
cessing section 27, a memory control section 28 and a 
memory control section 29. The signal processing section 27 
carries out predetermined digital signal processing on the 
shading-compensated image data. The memory control sec 
tion 28 Writes the White balance-adjusted or digital signal 
processed image data to the SDRAM 30. The memory 
control section 29 reads the image data from the SDRAM 30 
and feeds the same to the black level correction section 21. 
Herein, the black level correction section 21 and the shading 








